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Walker Octet
To Sing Carol
At Xmas Dance
Friday, December 13,
Is Date For Informal;
Price Set At $1.75

Entertainment variety in the form of the Walker Octet plans is planned for the 10th Annual Christmas Dance to be held in Walker next December 13. Permanence to feature these singers was granted by the Assembly's Committee on Gordon H. Hill, chairman of the Christmas Dance Committee. The dance is informal and lasts from 9 to 1.

Christmas Carols by this group and dance with rhythm by Ralph Burns and his Orchestra are expected to form an interesting contrast during the evening. These Walker Singers enjoyed a successful first year at the Activities Ball that numerous requests were made for their participation.

Tickets for the affair will go on sale on Monday, December 2. In the meantime, the tickets may be purchased in the Main Lobby of Building 10 next week.

The dance is informal and lasts from 9 to 1.

Suggestion
A vote on the floor of the Institute Committee, or the student body in general, that new students be admitted to the Institute would be forthcoming.

Compromise Effected
At Voo Doo's

Klyce Continues Work
With Magazine Board
For Next Issue

Case Unsettled
After Month of Work

With a decision to retain the upper hand of the Voo Doo editors, the decision of the first meeting of the Institute Committee, or the student body in general, that new students be admitted to the Institute would be forthcoming.

Compromise Effected
At Voo Doo's

Suggestion
A vote on the floor of the Institute Committee, or the student body in general, that new students be admitted to the Institute would be forthcoming.

Chem. Engineering
T. E. N. Subject;
On Sale Today
Dr. Frohlich, Professor
Whitman Contribute Articles

Chemical Engineers in its varied aspects is the subject of this month's issue of the Tech Engineering News, now on sale today, tomorrow, and Friday throughout the Institute.

Featured in this number are articles by several outstanding men in the field of chemical engineering, including Dr. F. W. Frohlich, Professor of the chemical engineering of the Standard Oil Development Co., and Pro-Continued on Page 2)
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5.15 Club Holds
Banquet Saturday
Chars Will Be Given
To Basketball Team
And Executive Comm.

The Five-Fifteen Club will hold its annual banquet for members of the 1940-41 basketball team at the Inn at 8:30 P.M. Saturday night.

In addition to the former directors of the club, the initial banquet team which competed in the Harvard Basketball Tournament of last year and past members of the faculty Committees have been invited to attend the dinner in the Inn at the Rainbow Room of the hotel.

Changes Given
To Members of the team which received the individual honors at the Harvard Basketball Tournament of last year and past members of the faculty Committees have been invited to attend the dinner in the Rainbow Room of the hotel.

Charges Given
To members of the team which received the individual honors at the Harvard Basketball Tournament of last year and past members of the faculty Committees have been invited to attend the dinner in the Rainbow Room of the hotel.

VOO DOO CASE PRINCIPALS

Prominent figures in the conflict over Voo Doo have been Jack M. Klyce, '41, (left); Klyce retains the control of Voo Doo he has maintained during the past three weeks. (Staff photo)

And The Pace Changed—Dr. Humor Saves Stuff

Dances, other, and dances now to be featured in 150 specifications and drawings from Technology at the first annual Walker Hall Band program to be conducted by W. H. Greene, College, at Alumni Hall, from Thursday, February 7, to Tuesday, December 2.

To form these interludes between the various items on the dance, the groups of the students have been invited to form up the walls of a warehouse committee, who plan to establish the acquaintance dances for the annual affair on the center program.

Dinner Provided
The Walker C.A. will supply both the dinner and the wine at 7:45 P.M. on the balcony in the group's说话ness post. The dinner will be followed by a dance in the Alumni Hall where there are other informal arrangements of the evening to take place in its place program.

All underwriting includes those who are currently interested in their respective fields.
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Voo Doo

Voo Doo stands today right where it stood three weeks ago as a result of the Institute Committee’s action then and now. Ultimate power was still vested in an Inst. Comm. representative. The ambiguity concerning the limits of this power yet exists.

Now there is only one hope for the successful solution to all the problems concerning Voo Doo. That is for the cooperation of all parties involved in the magazine’s production. Such cooperation would be available was vouched for by Klyce and Cent. That such cooperation was missing over the past three weeks is vouched for by the evidence.

We wonder at the dilemmas that must face the underboards of Voo Doo and new talent who wish to work on the magazine. From whom are they to take orders, Klyce or the Senior Board? Should Klyce countermand an order of the former heads of the publication, has the right to substitute one of his own, or must he wait another of the board’s orders which he may countermand?

The Senior Board of Voo Doo and Klyce will have to get together immediately and clear up this ambiguity, for the Institute Committee has failed to do so. For Voo Doo’s own good they themselves will have to create some system out of this chaos, and, together, the Senior Board and the Inst. Comm. representative will have to explain their working plan to the younger men on the publication.

We hope they can do it.

Memorial Day’s Oldest and Most Popular Restaurant

Monday, November 27, 1940

The chemical engineers both in war preparations and during normal peace times, a discectomy of petroleum processing by Dr. R. E. Bonner and the “Chemical Engineer’s Part in Petroleum” by Mr. S. D. Kirkpatrick.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY offers the following Professional Courses:

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Architecture Theoretical and Practical City Planning Practice

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE

Biological and Public Health Options: Biology Biology and Public Health Industrial Biology Options: Optics Geology Mineral Resources

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Electrical Engineering—Cooperative Course General Engineering

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Sub-total Building Engineering Coorperative Course

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Electrical Engineering—Cooperative Course

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Sub-total Building Engineering Cooperative Course

Cottage Farm Grille

Memorial Day’s Oldest and Most Popular Restaurant

Serving the Best in Home Cooked Foods at Reasonable Prices

Insurance of All Kinds

Hamburgers

Frankfurters

Lunches from 5c

Home Made Rolls

Pies and Pastry

Undergraduate Headquarters for Last Eight Years — Where You Meet To Eat

24 FLAVORS SELECTED FRENCH-AMERICAN ICE CREAM

So BROAD STREET BOSTON

Fountain Service OPEN UNTIL

2 A.M.